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Lay Summary

Women of size have been featured across the literary traditions of Europe and European-settled
civilizations for centuries. The Brobdingnagian giantesses of Gulliver’s Travels, for example, are
as old as the 18th century, and portrayals of monstrous women stretch back much further. What
remains true throughout the fruits of these traditions is that they are the products of
largely-patriarchal cultures, and therefore, studying different portrayals of each text’s giantesses
can elucidate a reader about each culture’s respective gender norms. For my thesis, I will
examine depictions of women of size in British literature throughout the 17th and 18th centuries,
and apply the insight learned to create my own responsive piece of fiction. I hope for this to be a
critique of the sentiments displayed throughout Anglo-American literary histories while
simultaneously presenting feminist examination of these traditions’ contents. In this way, I will
explore these historical depictions of women of size through more recent feminist understandings
of patriarchal societies, such as how female-bodied people are expected to occupy less space
than male-bodied people, the way that bodily expectations are used to control female-bodied
people and promote self-denial, and the civilizational sexualization and sexual denial which
many female-bodied people experience.
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Abstract

This thesis will analyze examples of women of size in the literature of the British Isles
throughout history, focusing predominantly upon the Early Modern Period, and will create a
fiction piece in response to such attitudes. I argue that one of the most clear ways to dissect
contemporary cultural attitudes about powerful women and women who occupy more space than
men is to examine giantesses and other examples of women of size within this period of
literature. From this, a novel excerpt will be written from the perspective of a time-traveling
woman of size who engages with these texts and their themes, and will throughout the course of
the novel learn to control her temporal position as she becomes more self-loving and confident,
regardless of the control and self-denial imposed by patriarchal rule.
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Introduction

Modern/postmodern feminism has significantly expanded since the crest of its first wave over a
century ago. Broadly, academic and lay feminists are substantially more intersectional now than
at any previous point, with alliances formed with anti-racists, LGBTQIA+ rights activists, and
advocates for body positivity, all under the umbrella of mutual liberation. As patriarchy, white
supremacy, systematized body shaming, and heteronormativity are all hierarchical models of
civilizational arrangement, so too does this make them comorbid. The good news is that this
interplay of systems is a house of cards: should one piece crumble, the whole becomes less
stable. Therefore, my attention has turned to an under-discussed aspect of the intersection of
feminism and body positivity: particularly tall women and their portrayals in literature.
I began studying the subject in my free time, learning that much of the attitudes of
shaming, othering, and monstrifying tall women in both the real world and in fiction stem from
the maintenance of gender expectations. There is, when this occurs, a kind of masculine fragility
on display—a man, by patriarchal custom, is supposed to dominate. He is supposed to be strong;
he is supposed to take up the most space; he is supposed to always be in power and control. A
woman, or female-bodied person, who is taller than this man threatens this paradigm only by
existing: her body often outperforming his by these metrics. When one is worried about the
safety of one’s social status, one’s place in the hierarchy, and one’s self of self worth, then it
stands to reason they will often fight to maintain it this position. What men, therefore, can do in
order to protect themselves from emasculation is to make a monster out of women taller,
stronger, and bigger than they are. The reason why a woman must be monstrified if she is taller
than a man is the same reason men are often emasculated by the existence of women taller than
they are: to maintain, day-by-day and little-by-little, the current social order.
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This intersection of tall women and feminism is ultimately about monstrousness and

space, which are wielded commonly for the purposes of external control to promote self-denial,
particularly among those who don’t fit neatly into cultural body standards. Such misinformation
can be instilled through myths, through advertisements, and through literature. Consciously and
often unconsciously, all can be used as means to bastion the power structures of those who
currently wield it. In the case of the mistreatment of women of size in Anglo-American
literature, this tends to be achieved most frequently from writers who have the most to gain from
maintaining the hierarchies in play: White, heterosexual men of means, like Edmund Spenser,
Jonathan Swift, and C. S. Lewis. Having struggled with my own self-image issues, I came to
realize that these ridiculous stratifications are harmful for every person, regardless of their
gender. By working for the freedom of the other, I hope that may one day achieve some freedom
for the self. A rising tide lifts all ships, after all.
As for the literary component, it is demonstrable that our stories shape our
understandings, and that our understandings shape our lives. As fictions reflect realities, so too
do our realities reflect our fictions. What is the contemporary Democratic Party without The West
Wing? What is American environmentalism without Silent Spring or Walden?
When I began my study in earnest, I was saddened but unsurprised to discover many
historical portrayals of tall women in literature that are immoral, indecent, violent, disgusting,
othered, and ultimately monstrous. The Medieval era, for instance, has no shortage of villainized
women of size, like Grendel’s mother in Beowulf, and, to an even greater extent, the 13-foot-tall
tusked women in The Wonders of the East, who are described thusly: … there are other women
who have boar's tusks and hair down to their heels and ox-tails on their loins. Those women are
thirteen feet tall and their bodies are of the whiteness of marble. And they have camel's feet and
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boar's teeth” (201). The paragraph continues to state that, “because of their uncleanness they
were killed by Alexander the Great of Macedon. He killed them because he could not capture
them alive, because they have offensive and disgusting bodies” (201). In response to this, Monk
writes that the text spends much of its condemnation focusing on the nudity of these women, but
also comments upon their aberrant anatomy: “the language describing the women’s ox-tails – ‘in
lumbis caudas boum’ – is suggestive of transgressive sexuality, especially as lumbus is
associated with the loins as the seat of sexual desire, and cauda is another word for the penis”
(86). It is safe to assume that height is one of a number of factors that can lead to projections of
aberrant masculinity onto women. With social structures needing to tackle their irregularities or
change because of them, enough “aberrant” people can lead to the disintegration of gendered
binaries and hierarchies.
These sorts of portrayals reach new heights of popularity and impact in the works of the
Early Modern period, however, which has come to be the focus of this thesis. For instance, the
depiction of Error, a serpent-giantess in Spenser’s The Faerie Queene, is as engaged in the
monstrification seen in The Wonders of the East as it is engaged in the narrative stakes of
destroying its feminine monster seen in Beowulf. While the tusked women in The Wonders of the
East are introduced, described, and slain over the course of a few sentences, the Redcrosse
Knight battles with Error for several pages. And, unlike Grendel’s mom, whom Beowulf treats
largely as a fellow warrior, Spenser’s monstrifying descriptions of Error are as important to the
poem as its action:
“There with she spewd out of her filthy maw / A floud of poyson horrible and blacke, /
Full of great lumpes of flesh and gobbets raw, / Which stunck so vildly, that it forst him
slacke / His grasping hold, and from her turne him backe: / Her vomit full of bookes and
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papers was, / With loathly frogs and toades, which eyes did lacke, / And creeping sought
way in the weedy gras: / Her filthy parbreake all the place defiled has. (11)

Her size is used as one of the aspects that compose her monstrousness: “And as she lay vpon the
durtie ground, / Her huge long taile her den all ouerspred” (Spenser 10). And, similar themes can
be found in the giantesses of Gulliver’s Travels. Though Swift doesn’t dehumanize the
Brobdingnagian women the same way that Spenser dehumanizes Error, a great amount of
description is given to the ugliness and filthiness of the women’s bodies, similarly to in The
Wonders of the East:
…the most horrible spectacle that ever a European eye beheld. There was a woman with
a cancer in her breast, swelled to a monstrous size, full of holes, in two or three of which
I could have easily crept, and covered my whole body. There was a fellow with a wen in
his neck, larger than five wool-packs; and another, with a couple of wooden legs, each
about twenty feet high. But the most hateful sight of all, was the lice crawling on their
clothes. (Gulliver’s Travels, Chapter IV)
That opening line, “the most horrible spectacle that ever a European eye beheld” is the
crux of the segment. It explicitly highlights the breach in the common bodily standards of its
writer’s place and time, once again reacting to the unusually large body of a woman with disgust.
Though all of the portrayals mentioned use height to make divergent arguments (whether
concerning sin, or sex, or being out of place) it is still the heights of these characters which
separate them from each text’s sense of normality.
At the beginning of this project, I had imagined that contemporary literature would be
largely free of this monstrification, but was disappointed to discover that this is hardly the case.
Postmodern portrayals often don’t dehumanize their giantesses, but they do, bizarrely,
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double-down on monstrousness. The Swordfish in Nnedi Okorafor’s Lagoon is made monstrous
by her transformation into a much-larger-than-average swordfish, for example. And The
Biologist in Jeff Vandermeer’s Acceptance transforms into an enormous eldritch being within the
novel. Unlike the texts above, however, the monstrousness of The Biologist is twisted, with
Ghost Bird, Acceptance’s protagonist, writing, after a long series of surreal and vibrant
descriptions of The Biologist’s new form, that:
Nothing monstrous existed here—only beauty, only the glory of good design, of intricate
planning, from the lungs that allowed this creature to live on land or at sea, to the huge
gill slits hinted at along the sides, shut tightly now, but which would open to breathe
deeply of seawater when the biologist once again headed for the ocean. All of those eyes,
all of those temporary tidal pools, the pockmarks and the ridges, the thick sturdy quality
of the skin. An animal, an organism that had never existed before or that might belong to
an alien ecology. That could transition not just from land to water but from one remote
place to another, with no need for a door in a border. (Vandermeer 196)
Ulstein comments on the subject, stating that Ghost Bird, “experiences the encounter as natural
instead of supernatural, as glorious rather than terrifying,” and this is correct (89). However, the
statement ignores that The Biologist is still nonhuman. She is a “creature,” an “animal.” Though
Okorafor never wishes for the Swordfish to be destroyed, and though Vandermeer directly states
that “there was nothing monstrous about” The Biologist, they still extraordinize and
metahumanize the sizes of their female characters by linking them to an essence of the unusual,
the other—the natural world, but never the human one. These texts call readers to love their
fellow monsters, but don’t give women of size a choice as to whether they want to be monstrous
or not.
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I found this to be less than ideal. Feminism, to my understanding, is ultimately about love

and choice: unconditional love for the self, and complete choice over the direction of one’s life,
one’s identity, one’s self. With this goal in mind, I resolved to make a story I was happy with,
one I hope that I can help make other people happy with. Þorn was born from this
dissatisfaction. Like Vandermeer, I want to say that there is nothing monstrous about our bodies,
but I want to mean it fully.
Despite the trend of dehumanization and metahumanization, there are some odd texts out
in Anglo-American literature and abroad. Sylvia Plath, in her poem Letter in November, uses the
line “I feel enormous” to describe the immensity of the speaker’s happiness. Though Snorri
Sturluson’s Prose Edda sidelines many of its giantesses, his portrayals of them are so diverse,
individual, and ultimately normal that there is no monstrousness to them as a group. In the myth
of Gerð and Freyr, the giantess Gerð is described to be the most beautiful woman in the world,
her arms making the sky and sea alive with light. Gerður Kristný’s Bloodhoof, a retelling of the
Poetic Edda’s version of this myth, is even more intimate and human, featuring Gerð as its
speaker. The mate of Frankenstein’s monster in Frankenstein is a sharp example of the brutality
and violence that can occur against women who don’t fit into a patriarchal mold, as well. And,
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream does a wonderful job of showing how attractiveness
and ugliness aren’t innate qualities, but projections by other people, through the interplay of
Helena, Demetrius, and Lysander.
Though most of these more positive portrayals don’t make it into the first fifty pages of
the novel I have submitted, they are prominent in the following 130 or so pages that I wrote, and
prove to be a guiding star for the trajectory of the story. Monstrification and hatred aren’t
universal in the depictions of women of size, even without having to go beyond Anglo-American
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work into Nordic portrayals. I hope that my thesis can bring awareness to these less harmful
works involving giantesses, and encourage each reader to write their own story.
With regard to the format of the thesis itself, I found that a novel was most apt for the
story I wished to tell, not least because the majority of works that it responds to are, themselves,
novels. Additionally, novels tend to be centered on the experience and personality of an
individual by their design, and that lends itself to a woman of size telling her own story. Though
not a novel itself, Kristný’s Bloodhoof exemplifies the strength of first-person narration by a
giantess character, especially with that being such a rare occurrence. It’s impossible to forget that
Gerð is a person when she’s constantly radiating her humanity, and it’s impossible for the book
to silence her when it’s told from her perspective.
Þorn is not as free-spirited or as headstrong as Gerð. Her mental illness, negative self
talk, and fears of hurting others exemplify the psychic damage that the self-denial of patriarchal
standards can inflict upon women of size. In these 50 pages especially, her thoughts are
colonized by the desires and goals of others, much to her own harm. Additionally, the unwilling
time travel highlights that Þorn isn’t in a position of control over her identity or destiny.
But, Þorn does grow and change. Though much of it occurs after these 50 pages, she
becomes able to accept herself as she is, and, through the events of the story, gains control over
her position in time. She becomes self-actualized and active, contrasting with the largely
wounded, passive role she’s placed into at the beginning of the novel. Just as importantly, Þorn
is, I hope, an individual and not an archetype. I wrote her so that she wouldn’t be an Earth
goddess (as is the case in works like Evelyn Thorne’s “Again the Giantess” or Baudelaire’s “Les
Fleurs du Mal”) or aberrant or God forbid a monster to be slain. Though affected by external
influences, she is ultimately Þorn and Þorn alone.
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With the release of Netflix’s Tall Girl and Capcom’s Resident Evil: Village, it appears as

though there is something of a quiet zeitgeist involving women of size. My belief in this is only
strengthened by the prominence of giantesses in manga like One Piece and My Hero Academia;
children’s media like Steven Universe, She-Ra and the Princesses of Power, and Monsters Versus
Aliens; and adult programs such as Futurama and Harley Quinn. With this combined with the
more common acceptance of queer relationship dynamics and the advancement of body positive
feminism, I am truly of the opinion that we are at the bleeding edge of new, popular
conceptualizations of taller-than-average women. Though, with hardly all of these depictions
wholly positive, we must, as always, sculpt our future cautiously. I don’t know if I’ve succeeded
in creating a work that ethically features a taller than average woman, and I don’t know if I’ve
succeeded in completely avoiding the trappings of patriarchal storytelling that we all are
swamped within. I know that I have blind spots. Still, I’ve written this to help, in whatever small
way that I can, to make that bleeding edge of the new world the beginning of a kinder, freer
place—for everyone.
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Þorn

I like it when there’s no one in the laundromat.
I go in the mornings before work—the sun can make things safe; proximity to night can
make things quiet. I used to go at night, but I don’t do that anymore.
The way the washers tumble feels, well… safe. When I was a kid, we’d go inside—my
mom and I. And she’d put in the laundry and I’d help. And if I saved some quarters and I didn’t
want a gumball at the grocery that day, or mom said that we wouldn’t have the time to ride the
coin-powered, acrylic horse, I’d feed my quarters to the washers there.
I’d watch them spin. If you can get a row—like five or six of them, each side—it’s great.
It takes a couple bucks so it’s a drain, but something in the cycles kept me calm: the way it’s all
so self-contained inside, the way the washer drums with rumbling. It’s like you’re safe in bed
beneath the sheets, some thunder rolling in from far away.
I still do that sometimes if I save up. I sit down on the floor and I feel small.
That’s just if you’re the only one inside. Another guy was in the place today. He looked
about my age, and probably went to college here. I didn’t make contact or anything, but from the
corners of my eyes I saw him stare.
“Does it take that much softener?” he asked.
A nod. I started pouring in the soap.
“You sure? I’m sorry, this is my first time. It’s just, the way you pour it in the top—I’ve
never seen someone, like, splash it in the spinner too.”
“It’s just something my family’s always done. It softens everything and makes them
loose.”
We always use a ton of softener. So that it doesn’t gum up the machine, we’ve always
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poured the excess on our clothes.
“Hey, what’s the best setting for this load?”
I helped him with the dial, since he asked. He said he hadn’t done laundry before.
Returning to my own machine, he asked. I mean, he asked the thing that everybody asks
(and asks): “So, hey, how tall are you?”
I tried not to exasperate myself.
“6’5”,” I said.
“No, there’s no way you’re six-five. I mean, like, I’m 6’6” and you’ve still got an inch or
two on me.”
“I’m 6’5”,” I said.
“But that can’t be true. You’re probably six-seven or six—like, Jesus, you are way taller
than five.”
“I know my height,” I said.
“Like I don’t know mine?”
I wanted to engage. I really did.
I don’t know how you’re supposed to drive it home: I’m tall. I’m really tall, I guess. I’m
sorry you’re not taller.
I know that you feel scared you’re not enough, and that’s okay. I promise I will not
belittle you. Those fears are very real and they can hurt. In turn, don’t make me monstrous,
okay?
I wanted to be nice, you know? Illuminating, if I could. I wanted to say something like:
I’m sorry that this culture’s made you feel as if you’re small because some stranger has some
height on you; and damn, I’m really sorry that this culture treats small men like they’re pathetic.
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I understand your body making you feel scared.
But I was trembling. I looked to him, then back at the machines, and I was scared that

he’d be angry—angry that I’d call him out and say you’re not 6’5” and you’ve been lying and
you lie ‘cause you’re afraid; you’re so damned scared of what everyone thinks of you and scared
to be yourself and you still can’t accept yourself and hate yourself and you’re so scared, so
scared, so scared and then he’d shove me so damn hard I’d fall because I cut our souls so clean.
Or worse, I’d make him cry in semipublic and embarrass him to hell, and then he’d kill
us. I probably wouldn’t say the right thing anyway.
I bit my lip. I don’t remember when my heart began to race but it was throbbing like a
twitching eye.
If I could, I’d shrink it down. I’d shrink my body down ‘til it was gone.
Guys are just so scared to lose—and lose in any way at all, I mean—to women. Life
should be and could be gentle. You’re not less a man because I’ve got some height on you, and
I’m not less a woman just because I’m so damn tall; I mean, that’s what my therapist has said,
but it’s so much, with all the stares and all the fear that people put on us; I swear to God, it makes
you feel like everything is happening at once, like all of the machines in here are spinning fast as
hell as swallowing the building, holy shit.
I shook my head. “I’m sorry.” And I felt my head was swimming, and I tried to find the
door.
“God, are you okay?” he asked.
I tried to step outside to be alone.
Instead, I disappeared without a trace.

❈❈❈
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I open up my eyes and see the swirl. It’s almost like a funnel waterslide, a horizontal whirlpool
churning foam. Nothing can describe the way it steals your breath away.
White cascades on teal. Sometimes, if you look real close, you see the fish. You see the
lost-at-sea things: anchors, clothes, and boats that’ve been crushed beneath the pressure.
And then it slows; the spin comes to a stop.
It’s over. I’m so warm. I’m soaking wet.
Check the heart.
It slows—I mean, I think.
Now lungs.
Inhale: One Two Three Four seconds. Hold: One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven.
Release: One. Two. Three. Four. Five. Six. Seven. Eight.
Repeat and rock as whispers spill from you. “You’re not hurt yet. You’re not hurt yet,
Þorn. You’ll be okay. No, you’re not bleeding. It’s okay.”
I bring the world to focus and I gaze. Everything I see, and feel, is soft.
Sunrise, still: a plate above a sheet of rose gold dye. The sun hangs low above a delta.
Fibrous, prong-like plants create low figures on the shore, bristling the coastline’s silhouette. I
look for signs of time, but find nothing to mark this place’s age.
I hold myself. It’s happened once again.
When I was a little girl, I’d have vivid, waking dreams. I’d hear a voice that’d say, ‘We
wash away,’ and I’d be deep inside a place like this, a space before life walked, and only swam.
And then, ‘We wash away,’ and I’d be gone, a stowaway inside the Age of Sail. ‘We wash away,’
then I’d be back in time, like in an old grey castle in the woods. I’d spin forward and then way
back, or back and then forward again, I guess. This isn’t a dream, though. It never was. I don’t
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know why, but I’m unstuck in time.
And when I’d make it home, or came back to the present place, I mean, the voice—a
voice like a tornado whispering—would say, “Wash back,” wash back. It’d say ‘Wash back,
we’re home now, safe now. Here.’
It’d happen around once a month back then. I’d tell the kids about it all at recess on the
swings. Someone once believed me now and then, but then you’re called a liar and it sticks. I
still get told I’m lying when I share it now and then. ‘Crazy’ comes up, too, from time to time.
From time to time. There’s Þorn.
At least I don’t get that scared anymore. Just don’t get attached to where you’re going,
where you’ve been. You’ll live. If you see a dinosaur or make a friend, well, they won’t come
with you. They can’t hurt or help once you’re away.
Something we say where I’m from: If you don’t like the weather, just wait a few minutes.
What you should do when you’re stuck is walk around. So get a look of things. And if it’s
hot, you find some shade. You know that you can die, but then, I guess you die. It won’t happen
all at once if you just breathe. Going through the Wash hasn’t killed me yet.
So I dredged myself beyond the surf and touched the shore. Right below the surface,
there were fish. I sat down in the sand among the plants, and watched the minnows dart forward
and back. It didn’t look like any had the lobe-like fins they’d need for landfall. I guessed that I
was long before Tiktaalik, but I could’ve just been on the wrong side of the Earth, or maybe just
with fish who didn’t see the point of crawling up.
I looked to see if anything was hiding in the plants, but didn’t see an animal in there. “So
this could be an easy place to wait. There’s nothing in this place but little stems,” I whispered.
“Take your shoes off. See if any guppies want a nibble.”
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After I reached middle school, I kept it to myself—the Wash, I mean. I guess sometimes

I’d tell you if you asked, but nothing really good would come of it. What is there to do when you
swirl out of math and swirl into the Stone Age? The frequency increased as I hit puberty, and that
was hard enough.
Of course I wasn’t great at school at all, but if you just don’t care, you make it through.
The same applies when you’re sucked through the Wash, and often it’s not any worse than home.
I didn’t have a ton of friends back then, but I had liked a boy, and he liked me. I mean, I
thought he liked me. I thought he’d ask me out to homecoming.
I think a week before I caught him at his locker.
“Hey,” I said. And “hey,” he had replied.
“Are you taking anyone?”
“To–”
“The dance,” I said.
“Oh, no, I don’t really want to go. I’ll just stay at home, I guess.”
My mom made me go anyway, without a date, in heels. And yeah, I saw him there. He’d
taken this girl May. She barely came up to his shoulders.
I didn’t want to see him for a week. I’d look down when he passed me in the hallways.
Finally, he called me and he asked are you okay.
I said that yeah I’m fine and it was nice to see him dance. He told me he was sorry. And I
asked him why he didn’t go with me.
“My dad said you’re too tall for me,” he groaned. “He said he doesn’t want his son to be
a faggot.”
I guess if there’s a God, then even He can feel so bad for you He’ll try to make things
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better. Almost in an instant, I’d been warped to the Black Death.
Again, it’s not so bad when you get used to it.
When I was 12 and 6-foot-two, I’d choose the Plague 100 times out of a hundred if it
meant I wouldn’t cry.
I shake my head like it’s an etch-a-sketch. It helps to make the thoughts come loose and
fall.
“You’re not that child anymore. You’ve grown away from that.”
You’ve grown, all right. I’m sure it’s so much easier love you now at six-foot-fucking-five.
“I’m not a child anymore. I don’t have to feel unloved because I’m tall.”
Just unloved ‘cause you’ve been hated all your life.
I shook my head again. I got up from the sand and dried my feet. I waved goodbye to all
those tidepool placoderms. They had been too scared to bite, if you were wondering.
I stabilized my breath and walked among the plants. Something in the way they forked,
their steady limbs, their uniformity of height—it all reflected harmony of space. Outliers, so
much as I could spot them, still embraced the patterns of the whole. The tallest barely came up to
my waist. It was like a prehistoric golf course.
Something rustled underneath the leaves. I saw a ruddy red beneath the green. A snake?
It slipped between the undergrowth. I moved to get a look at it. Then I saw the legs. I jumped
away. It was a millipede, and over three feet long.
Instantly, my body started shivering with pasts. Before I moved away from home for
undergrad, I brought a friend inside. We went up to my room and talked, and, as I opened up to
them, and laughed with them, and let myself be vulnerable with them, we saw a millipede. And
then, we saw another millipede. When mom knocked through the drywall to look in, there were a
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thousand squirming things in there.
They fell out to the floor and writhed in piles. My friend never came back.
I felt repulsive watching this one move. But, I was curious about her awful size. And,
mom said not to kill a bug, since we don’t know who loves it.
I didn’t want to bother the poor thing, and all that I could do out here is wait. I’d stay
behind it, pretty far away, and walk its wake. I figured I should let her choose my course. She
knows this planet better than I do.
She wasn’t very fast, and trudging far behind her gave me time to think about how gross
she was: how big she was, how ugly and alone she was, how bad she must’ve looked with others
like her, wriggling. Pathetic and disgusting’s what I thought.
Then I felt sorry for her. I don’t think she would’ve asked to be this way. Eventually, I felt
so bad, I tried to compliment her.
“If it’s okay to ask,” I asked, “how long ago did you come from the water? I hope you
feel a little special being the first animal on land.”
The millipede maintained her steady pulse. “I don’t know if you’re the first,” I said, “but
I imagine you’re still one of them. Does it get lonely out here by yourself? I hope you get along
with ones like you.”
I kept my eyes along the ground and ambled on behind her. As we moved uphill, I
realized that she was sort of a perfect friend: big enough to where I wouldn’t fear that I would
crush her, quiet to the point I can feel safe. When people step on bugs, it seems so cruel. I’m
always worried that I’ll do it, though—like, come right out one day and smash them. I hate it
when things hurt for no good reason. I guess I hate it when things hurt for any reason.
I shook my head and tuned back in to life. The millipede was moving vertically. She
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burrowed into something greyish jade.
I looked upon this obelisk and shook. I realized I had touched it, felt its slime. I couldn’t
help but shiver, back away. It looked like a saguaro without form, like God had left it halffinished and slumped. The millipede was still tunneling in, and as I gazed I saw a dozen more.
And all those legs were swarming deep inside. 25-feet-tall and full of holes.
The ugliest poor thing I’d ever seen. I shivered, dropping tears onto my arms. I stared at it
as we were caked in dusk. I couldn’t move, or look away. I sobbed.
It could’ve just been all the stress of then: the laundromat, the guy, the Wash, the dance.
But when I looked at it, the both of us entombed in twilit gold, I shed my tears because it was so
cruel. I looked at it and at the plants below.
How could God create something like that, and then expect it to be fine?
I’m so sorry’s what I told the thing.
I whispered I’m so sorry you’re so sad.
And then I felt my head was swimming fast. And instantly I slipped into the Wash.

❈❈❈
I haven’t heard ‘We wash away’ in years. I haven’t heard ‘Wash back, we’re safe now’ in so
long. But there has been another time I heard the voice, the cyclone that could whisper in my ear.
I was 10, in the Cretaceous. I was curled into a ball. Above me was a theropod—an
allosaur or T. Rex sort of deal. And that was the first time I thought I’d die.
I swear, and it was all so very fast. But I had closed my eyes and held a prayer. I asked
that I could go back to my mom, since she still needs my help with all the laundry. And then I
heard a storm, so I looked up—and saw, within a cloud of nightingales, a warrior the size of it.
She wore armor, but didn’t have a sword. She used her bare, strong arms to wrestle it.
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And I was scared, so scared of her and it. But she told me, “Don’t be afraid. I’m yours.”
I stared in awe and wonder as she moved. She stamped her foot and roared, and off it
went. She came and stopped a dinosaur for me.
She knelt and asked me, “Are you feeling okay, Þorn?”
I didn’t say a word, but I could nod. And she said, “Þorn, I’m always here, okay? I’m
always here if you need anything.” But then she disappeared without goodbye.

❈❈❈
When I got back, my load was done, and I was out of softener.
That guy apologized for what he said.
“I didn’t know it’d make you so upset.”
I nodded, and accepted it and left.
I headed to the grocery, since it’s just down two blocks. I grabbed some wine and fabric
softener. The lady at the register was struggling with my debit card.
“Your name is Porn?”
“It’s not a P,” I said. “It’s act–”
“That’s awful weird.”
“I guess. I mean, it’s a TH sound, like–”
“Like ‘the’?”
“Well, actually, it’s hard TH–”
“Like thorn.”
“Like Thorn. My name is–”
“Þorn, it’s nice to meet you. Listen, hey, is it real hard for you to pick up guys?”
I almost couldn’t help but laugh out loud. “It can be,” I had said.
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She wasn’t punching numbers in or anything—just standing, cocked-hip, looking up at

me. Her eyes grazed up and down my body. I shifted weight from one leg to the other, trying not
to squirm.
“I guess you could pick ‘em up all right,” she said, “but I meant take ‘em out on dates.
You must have a hard time dating, huh.”
My eyes narrowed. I looked down at the floor. “Uh huh.”
“Are they all scared when you wear heels? I mean, I’d just wear flats.”
“I’m sorry,” I said.
“Yeah, it must be hard. How old are you?”
I told her 24.
“Oh my Lord, I was three—oh—four years married at your age. I swear, your generation
never sticks with love. My daughter gives up on her dates so easily. If you find one, you oughtta
keep him, hon.”
I gathered up my bags and put them in my backpack. “I’ll do my best.”
“And hon,” she called as I was at the door, “you really ought to smile more, mkay?”

❈❈❈
I’d been drinking when the Wash came back again and sucked me down. And nothing was unlike
the time before—schooners crushed by pressure, deep sea fish: the works. The waterworks.
There’s something kind of mindless in the way it flows and cycles. You move forward or back, I
guess, but at a point it feels like same old twister, different cow.
I guess one thing was different, more or less: I didn’t feel so scared this time around. I
just felt exhausted.
It spat me out. I barely caught my breath before a huge wave knocked me to my knees. I
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scraped them raw against the stones below. And then I realized I was freezing cold.
The salt was flowing into both my legs. I waded towards the beach. I hoped to God I
wasn’t in an Ice Age. It’s always harder when the weather wants you dead.
I shook my head. “Just make sure when you get home, you disinfect the wound, okay?” I
whispered.
If you get home, Þorn.
The rocks gave way to sand, and then to loam. Moonlight filtered through the orange
leaves. Maples, slick with rainfall, dripped with rust. The wind and sea were spewing mist, the
drape they made a ghostly hand upon the branches. The fragrant, spectral air was salted pine
straw.
Nearby, leaves were rustling as I limped.
I stopped. I looked and listened.
Nothing forward, back, or to the sides.
I crept more quietly, avoiding leaves and gliding close to trunks.
Something in the air became more stiff. Something like an oil bit the lungs.
The sound of leaves erupted from the right. I held my breath and slipped behind a tree.
Tiptoed, pressed tight to the bark, I felt my blood form trails between my goosebumps. Black
from moonlight’s blue, the ichor crawled.
I wanted to sit down and slow the flow, and still my heart from pumping so damned fast.
But if I was somewhere I could die, I didn’t want to be surprised by it. I want to see it coming
when it’s here.
I close my eyes and think that I’m okay. I say that I could look now to be safe; we’ll
count to five and then we’ll look around.
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But then I couldn’t start.
Þorn? You have to start now, Þorn. You have to begin counting; it’s okay, like ripping off

a band-aid, jumping off the rock so you won’t be a pussy, Þorn, all right?
Okay.
One.
No sound or anything. No wind.
Two.
Everything so quiet and so still that you can hear the maples ooze with amber.
Three.
Leaves. The noise returned from close behind me, somewhere.
Four.
Every slopping crunch it made was grinding, pulling teeth. The wind picked up. My flesh
was prickled stiff against the air.
Five.
Something warm, like something close, so close that I could in my mind’s eye see its
breath make billows in the air—or was that just the fog inside this place? Or was it me? My
breath? And / or / and / or, well, what if I was giving me away? And all the time I’m spending
standing here against the oak I’m wasting time and wasting time and opportunity, like I could get
away. Oh, like I could get away. Shut up, shut up. I will when you go on and die and make things
better off for everyone.
I couldn’t take it anymore.
My eyes were darting back and forth through trees and fallen logs.
But there was nothing I could spot within this place. The cloud of fog had thinned and all
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was sharp. I couldn’t find a thing besides the woods. Despite craning my neck around the trunk,
there wasn’t any shape to see at all.
I touched my heart and felt it shake inside. I realized I was shivering like hell. My face
was leaking fog as I exhaled. I shook my head. And then an old, cold fear surged up beside the
new, a dread that I’ve felt many times in time: I worried that I’d freeze again for real. I saw
myself as icy indigo, my lips pinned back from frost and showing gums that blacked to violet
slabs—like I’d become a giant exhibition of the hideous, the feared. I felt so bad. I didn’t want to
scare whoever saw me.
But all the straw and branches were too wet to spark a blaze.
I didn’t know if I was once again the only human on the Earth. There could be other
people, but who knew if I was close. I shifted weight, back tight against the tree. I heard a sound:
the soft earth underneath me weakly squelched.
I looked around again to make sure I was safe—or safe enough. I slung my backpack far
across my arm and found my phone. Beaming its flashlight against the woods, I moved it to the
ground and found a print.
I lifted up my foot and checked its base. The checkerboard was clearly my own. With this
in mind, I slipped from tree to tree, switching off the light during the times I moved between. In
case I was being tracked, that felt more safe than if I left the light on.
With luck, with God—whatever let me have this one—I found a flat, untextured print,
one clearly not my own. Shivering in the dampness of the night, I smiled at the mud and flew
from one foot to the other.
Winding through the dappled grove and following my phone, I felt some hope at what
could be—hell, maybe I’d be lucky, find a gas station or inn. I’d sit beside the fireplace and bake,
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or wind my way towards the back of some big store and find a blanket, or a jacket, or a radiator. I
could find a bathroom with hot water, flush my face and arms inside the sink.
An orange glow.
I took a step to see that it was real.
The lights of a small town shone through in rectangles and squares. Dimly, timidly, the
lanterns burned. Their warmness smiled past the trees. I closed the gap.
I turned out my light. I told myself, “you’ll be okay. You may not even have to talk, you
know? You’ll be okay. You’ll freeze to bones out here if you don’t go.”
The sharp odor returned. I shook my head, attempting to ignore it. I took a step towards
the warmth, but found myself too scared to move again.
“You won’t be killed. And you won’t kill. It’s all okay. You’ll be okay. No matter what
some stranger tells you, you’re still safe. They’re safe. We’re safe.”
I took another step towards the town. A third, a fourth, like I could really do this and be
saved. I looked towards the sprawl below and told myself, “we’re safe.”
And then, I felt a blade against my back.
The edge of metal crawled between my shoulder blade and spine. I don’t know why, but I
imagined that my back was an ocean, the metal thing an oar moving through me. My knees gave
way. I fell.
Looking up, the thing was at my face, light spilling from its edge. The cylinder above it
leaked with black. The hand who held it didn’t have a face, this shadow on the moon too dark to
find a detail. “Stand up, aright?” he said. “Stand up real slow and I won’t shoot. And move your
hands so I can see ‘em both now, yeah?”
I did as I was asked of me. He stared.
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“Right, now where’s the light?” he finally asked.
“I’m sorry, I don’t know,” I lied.
“You held it in your fist, I saw you did. And if you made it, then I know that you’re a

bloody witch, you are.”
I shook my head. “I woke up stranded on the beach. The boat that I’d been on was
sinking, and we all abandoned ship. When I came through these woods to look for help, a light
was shining, and I followed it. It landed in my hand as I moved through here, vanishing and
reappearing. Then, as I approached the town, it disappeared again.”
He shook his head. “What kinda ninny are you, following a damned wisp for? Serpent
says that you should eat an apple and you do it, huh?”
“I swear, I didn’t know better.”
Another voice: “Well, it’s just like womenfolk to do what gets ‘em killed.”
I turned around and saw another one. He stood within the shining moon, dressed head to
toe in white and black. “Now George,” he said, “we still gonna take her in now, right?”
“Only right we do. Not gon’ trust a stranger so damn big.” He turned to me. “Now then.”
He paused, the chamber in between my eyes. “Don’t. Move.”
Stiff and statuesque, I let the other fetch a rope from in his bag. “Now let me tie them
hands and feet, aright?” the other said. His fingers brushed my wrist. “Good Lord, you’re
freezing cold!” I winced as he squeezed up and down my arm.
He finished, looking up at me. While the other rubbed his gun, he tried to take me in. I
stood both head and shoulders over him. His hand was on his chin. The look conveyed a pity
weaker than its curious disgust.
“Come on, then,” he puzzled, “let’s head on and learn what we should do with you.”
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❈❈❈
They brought me to the village square. Everyone woke up and walked outside to see me shiver.
Men in doublets, women in their gowns, and children looked at me.
I didn’t want to stare. My eyes were shifting from each pair of eyes, afraid to dwell on
one. I saw the way the shadows flicked across them, burnt orange and black. The same were
blazing up and down my body as if I was an old, decaying building catching flame. I wondered,
in the middle of the square and high above them, lit only by fearful lamps, what monstrous thing
I looked like to them all.
The people were now yelling with each other over what to do with me. I started to
dissociate.
When I was still in school, I’d read a lot of articles about very tall women in literature:
their roles and their portrayals. I’ve read from ancient to the new. The recent stuff, Lagoon, The
Southern Reach, “Attack of the 50-Foot Social Justice Warrior”—a lot of them agree with that.
The monstrousness, I mean. They say that girls grow into women; but when women grow, they
grow up into monsters.
They say, you know, you’re made to gatecrash, Þorn. You didn’t do anything wrong;
you’re just so out of place, square peg, even Lovecraftian—you’re aberrant by custom, by
perception. Seeing is believing, don’t you know?
At least Postmodernists love monsters. They tell you you should love your tentacles, the
horrors you can spawn inside normality, the way you force the small to tremble at your being. I
should feel honored to be one.
I find it hard to honor being loathed.
That stuff, I swear. The way they still assume your monstrousness is staggering. I guess
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they’re right, though, in a way. It’s not a value judgment when you make guys scared by standing
next to them; it’s just reality. It’s how you are when people see you. Smile for the camera.
They say, I see you, Þorn. I hear you. And I’m sorry this is how you are, and how you are
because so many people made you this. But you can take it back, embrace it, wield the scar
you’re branded with. You’ve read The Scarlet Letter, right? If everyone throws stones and yells
‘Adulteress!’ then you may as well just rock that bloody A. You’re beautiful to have that mark,
so beautiful in monstrousness, my gorgon. Wrench it from their hands by force, and seize it from
their claws of hell, the other people. Then, with it between your fingers, use it to strike first as
your defense. You know sea cucumbers, don’t you, Þorn? You know, when they’re attacked, they
spew their guts against their predators, don’t you? Like that, Þorn—you’ve got guts, kid, don’t
you? Let ‘em have it! Take the soggy, aching thing and show it all unphased.
God, my guts. Before my eyes flashed images of bayonets and me. The people of the
town cut into me, spilling millipedes from my belly onto the ground.
I swallowed hard, resteadying myself. I know they mean to help. They do. They’re better
than what was before—I mean, I think they are. At least in Euromerica, besides maybe portrayals
in Old Norse stuff. They’re moving time forward, at least. Better “love thy monster” than
“destroy her” every time.
Sometimes, though, I wish they’d focus more on, like, absolving me of monstrousness
instead. I know they want to rollick over me, but it’s my party, isn’t it? I can cry if I want to.
I looked down at the people once again and saw their fear, the staggering exception that I
was. I shook my head.
I wasn’t asked if I want in or not. My archetype’s the same no matter what: a giantess is
still a deviant. The molds are all too small for her to let her be included as she is. And nobody
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has asked me if I want to carry monstrousness, like Atlas, on my shoulders.
Worse—I don’t think many Modernists like monsters. It’s too damn bad the archetype’s
the same.
The people spoke about me as they stared. I heard a woman say I’m like a maypole, and
her husband say I’m much too big around. “Not so much a willow, that one,” he had said, “but
more of, um, a gnarled, knobby yew.” I guess he meant my shoulders or my arms. I think I
closed my eyes when I heard that, although it didn’t help too much. I felt my cheeks flush hot,
and felt my frown sink deeper into me, like it would crawl below my skin and disappear. I
wished that I would wash away already.
A wave of nausea overtook my balance, and I fell. The wine from earlier was all I’d
drank tonight. The ropes were rubbing tight against my ankles and my wrists. My throat was
pounding dry.
I felt so damned embarrassed trying to stand up. I made it, though, with help. Someone
young—a teenage girl, I think—knelt down and steadied me. “Thank you,” I whispered.
“So when we gonna hang her?” somebody yelled.
What?
The people looked towards him, too.
“We know she big. We know that she a witch, aright? No woman can be so big on her
own. Not right for a woman being big—our God don’t make ‘em big, do He? Let’s come on and
get it done so I can get some sleep.”
“Now Richard,” George replied, “I think that all of everyone here wants to do what’s
right. You care about your soul, now Richard, yeah?”
“Well course I do.”
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“Of course you do,” the partner said, the one who tied me up. “Now George’s got the gun

on her, and she’s all good and tied. Hardly can stand up, that one. Now we got time, we do. Only
right we do a council, yeah? Don’t want no mistake on any of our souls.”
“We agree with Spenser now?” George asked.
Enough men then agreed that it was right they see this through, behaving carefully to
keep their souls clean through this trial.
The women were sent home with all the kids. I looked to see the person who had helped
me as she went, but I couldn’t make her out. I thought I heard her scream. I hoped she wouldn’t
be punished because of me.
The men went to the inn to speak some more. George told me to go with them so that I
don’t run off. “I hope you don’t mind hopping here some more. Sorry ‘bout the distance,” he had
said.
And after all the men had formed a congregation by the fire, they spoke at length,
debating in and out all Modern theories of the occult. Around that time, my vision blurred. I felt
the heat wash over me in swells. I started to dissociate again. The fire swirled inside the stones. It
looked like sea cucumber’s guts. Like Shoggoths. Like the devil.
I shook my head. It all could be a dream, I guess, I thought. But dreams don’t keep you
scarred the morning after.
My head was swimming backwards into time.
I thought about this show I used to watch. It’s called My Friend, My Friend. The
characters were all named “___ Friend”—Sea Friend, Sun Friend, Shape Friend, You Friend.
You Friend was the kid who watched the show. And when they didn’t know someone, they called
them “Friend” or “my Friend,” and they said that stuff because they wanted you to think that
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everyone you didn’t know was just a friend you hadn’t met yet. And when the episode was
ending, all of them would wave goodbye and say, “Remember… if we listen, we’re all friends,
and friends don’t hurt their friends” and all the watching children would yell with them every
time.
I thought about that show as I threw up.
I fell and smashed my head against the bar.

❈❈❈
The fire didn’t spew guts anymore. It only simmered.
I was by the hearth, and soaked to skin. Fire curled in on itself. The ropes were off my
ankles, though, at least.
Someone—who looked so very young, like twelve—had said, “If you need a drink, just
ask,” and stood beside me with an ale. I shook and sipped. I closed my eyes and nodded. “Thank
you, friend.”
The crowd looked like it’d thinned a bit. I wondered if they weren’t so scared now.
If you’re lucky, maybe they just see you as pathetic.
Spenser’s voice arose. “As first to speak upon the matter since she woke, I think—” He
looked around the room. “I think that she’s a test. I think there’s an angel testing us, like when
the Lord besets the devil after Job. Her weakness is a ruse, I’m sure; it’s meant to lull us into
safety, now. We must stay vigilant,” he said, “to see through all her tricks.”
“Like making herself look all weak when she fell down,” one said.
“That’s it,” Spenser replied. “It’s meant to make us doubt ourselves. It’s meant to cloud
our light, our zeal, the way that fog covers the sun.”
“So what we do?”
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“I’ve been reading Descartes recently,” Spenser explained, “and I don’t think that we can

trust a single word she says. In Descartes, there’s an evil genius. Rogue’s so smart and evil, well,
he makes you doubt you’re even there at all. Makes you doubt you even have a body. What we
do: we throw out our assumptions if we want to do her in. Then we look through everything
we’ve got and everything God gave us for the answer.”
“So we know that she’s not right,” George asked, “but, well, we got to figure out how we
can bring that into light?”
“Well, if I remember right, Descartes said we just start from the beginning. What do we
all know? We know she needs to die—I think we know that all, I think. Going from that start,
we’ll find our proof.”
“I like the way you think, my friend. So we search everything we got to find the answer.”
“If I may,” a higher voice then interjected, “and I’ve been quiet up to now for the respect
of my elders, but ain’t it possible that she just born big, yeah? God could make her body big the
same reason he makes a horse big, right?”
“You heard Richard earlier,” George said, “and Jude, we know he’s right. God don’t
make ‘em big for no damned reason. God don’t hardly make ‘em big at all. If God made her big,
He made her big the same reason He makes a lion big, I’m sure.”
Spenser added, “Much more likely she got big on purpose, too. Devil makes a woman
strange.”
I almost laughed. I swear to God it took everything I had to not just laugh or scream or
cry or something loud like that.
I didn’t want to intervene, though. If I’m such a problem, then get rid of me, I guess.
You’re just too damned scared to do something.
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I’m not going to be a problem.
Well, you are one.
Shut up.
I can feel your heart pound, Þorn. You’re sweating. You feel terrible. You honestly don’t

want to make it out alive?
It doesn’t matter what I want.
Jude strode up to me, a wisp of hair along his upper lip. He rubbed his little moustache as
he eyed me up and down. He couldn’t have been older than 16. “Well, I tell you, if you natural,
Miss, it sure is nice to meet you.”
He stared at me, a sparkle shining through his eyes. “Kinda like to marry her, I think,” he
said. “You’re very lovely, Miss.”
George walked up to James and slapped him. “Girly-gutted devil, you—I never. How
could you be wiled so damn easy like that, Jude?”
Spenser laughed and put his arm around Jude’s shoulder. “Now look at him, now, George.
The poor rogue’s but a gentleman of not three outs but four: poor Jude’s out of manner, money,
wit—and body, too,” he said, poking Jude in the stomach. “Course he wants a girl to make him
feel less bad about himself.”
Jude slapped Spenser’s arm off him, blushing, looking at the two, then up at me. I almost
cringed. I suddenly felt bad for him.
“We like a tall one!” he protested. “We like a woman with some substance. What’s she
called, oh, her—Helena! Shakespeare! She was tall, the loveliest of Athens. She was tall.”
“Sure we do,” some other guy responded, “yeah, we like a big one, sure, but not so big
she tucks you in at night.” It looked like almost everyone was laughing at this kid.
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Then Spenser laughed again, a huge and dusty laugh straight from the soul. He said, “Oh,

not so big she breastfeeds you, poor rogue!”
Jude stormed towards the exit. The last thing that he did before he slammed the door was
look at me. I mouthed to him I’m sorry. Then he left the inn.
George sighed with satisfaction. “Not a bright one, him.”
“A giantess will bring the weak to lust,” Spenser replied.
“Is that right?”
“Says so in The Faerie Queene.”
“Does it now?”
“Well, the ladies—all the big ones, anyway—they’re not so Christian, no.”
“I think we can pass the giant’s test,” George said. “I think we’ll find the grounds to do
her in.”
Spenser asked if anybody wanted to go gather books and bring them here. A couple boys
ran off to find what they were able to.
“Anything with big ladies in ‘em will do, aright? Don’t forget anything important!”
I asked what they would do to me.
Spenser said they have to find the way around my trap.
I asked him what my trap was. He told me your innocence.
A boy brought them a huge, old book. “My pa said this should help,” he squeaked.
The men drooled overtop the tome.
“Oh…” George whispered, voice almost like orgasm, “the Hammer.”
“Oh dear Malleus, how I have missed you,” Spenser hushed.
I had to read a page from that when I was still in school. It’s the I don’t know it very well,
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but knowing what I do, the Malleus Maleficarum, (the Hammer of Witches) will likely send me
to the stake in ten to twenty minutes, depending on how fast they are at reading.
“Where there are many women there are many witches,” George read.
“I’m one woman,” I replied.
“But more than enough woman to be many, I think.”
I thought about what it’d be like to turn to ash, the fire crawling up my legs. How loud
would I allow myself to scream?
Time raced on, the night decaying quickly. Spenser yelled, “Now come on George, search
harder!”
George flipped page to page, going on from front to back and scrambling for answers.
“Don’t say nothing, Spenser. Don’t say nothing ‘bout a big one.”
“I have to think.” Spenser closed his eyes and stroked his chin. He tapped his foot against
the dirty floor. “We need to multitask. Let’s give this one to Dale and we’ll move on. Make sure
Isaac’s reading too, aright?”
“So not a witch.”
“Unless that’s what she wants us both to think.”
“I think it is, dear Spenser. And if she’s not I suppose she just a monster then.”
“Sharp as ever, George. You got your Bible?”
“Sure, I’ll get my Bible.”
I started nodding off, but someone shouted at me, keep awake, then, yeah, we’ll have you
done in no time, now, aright? I watched the stars move from my window.
“George, I swear, this Bible don’t say nothing ‘bout a giant woman.” Spenser sighed.
A voice called in from far away: “Hey, you boys’ve checked if she’s a giant from the Old
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Testament yet?”
Spenser looked to George. “I didn’t think of that.”
I rolled my eyes and took a sip of ale. I started thinking of the story I had told them when
they met me, and I realized it was almost the same thing I’d tell the other kids at recess as a girl.
Back then, I came up with the details of The Old Country, as I’d explain along the swings.
Someone in a movie said that once: The Old Country. And I felt kind of smarter when I said it.
I was from an island far to the northeast called L’epinia, and we speak the language
L’epinese. We’ve traded with Japan and India for centuries, despite most of the West not
knowing we exist. I learned English in London and New York and other ritzy places I could
name when I was seven.
I’d even work on it in middle school, although I didn’t tell anyone that. I think I still have
maps that I had drawn. Around that time, in seventh grade, the average height where I was from
was six-foot-eight, so I was on the shorter side for once.
I even got so bored I tried to tell Spenser and George my fake life story, thinking maybe
we were all so tired now that they might just give up. I even felt like maybe, if I offered it, they
wouldn’t be so scared, and maybe they would see me as a person, just a weary traveller who
washed up on the wrong beach in the wrong time. I felt guilty, since all this stemmed from just
them seeing me, which was my fault. I felt sorry for scaring them, I guess.
“Hey,” I said, “if I could help your search, it might–”
“Not now, lady, busy now.”
“We trying to find the parts with—what’s their called?” George whispered.
“The giants?”
“Yeah, but they’ve a name, don’t they?”
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“Y’know, I think they do, but I don’t quite remember it. Which giants you mean?”
“What you mean which giants do I mean? All the giants all the same, they are. Only

difference: some’s at the beginning and then some’s way at the end.”
Back and forth, they thumbed through every page and every chapter, egging on each
other with their half-formed memories. They must have gone over the Sermon on the Mount and
He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her a dozen times as they flew back
and forth from Genesis to James.
With time, it all grew funnier. George gave Spenser pep talks as he moved from John to
Acts the seventh time. “She may be a crafty one, but you’ve got this, man, you’ve got this!
You’re the sharpest reader here, Spenser, and I believe in you!”
When they got up for a break, Spenser laid his face down on the counter. “Maybe we
should read Descartes again,” he muffled.
“We can read a different book,” George offered.
So Spenser dragged himself up from the bar. He read The Faerie Queene from start to
stop. He didn’t find much evidence at all, but he still found the will to keep reading, remembering that terrible Error—this giant snake-woman the hero fights—was sin incarnate slain by
righteous truth. I kind of hate that stuff.
“George.”
“Yes, Spenser.”
“Even for an evil genius, she’s quite genius.”
“If only she would use that pow’r for good.”
“And then do what? Prevent our enemies from seeing truth? I’m sure she can’t do any
good at all. That's why she’s so deep into the occult.”
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And still that archetype. That deviant, that person whose malignant body grants her

power over men.
I was in awe of their resolve. Their fear was certainly more expansive than their bodies.
George and Spenser, Isaac, Dale—in all their weakness and fatigue, wanted me dead infinitely
more than their own happiness. The monster in the book or in the legend says I’m murderous;
I’m scheming; horny; hungry; but I’m hurt. I have some awful washes now and then, but I
wished I was back in the Black Death.
And then I thought, well, what if when I wash away, I end up somewhere worse? I suffer
more? I cry in front of everyone? I hurt someone? I rip the world asunder, like the giants in the
book of Revelation? At least if I die here it can’t get worse. All fire turns to ash, and ash… at
least it’s gentle.
Ash can cradle seeds of better times.
I felt my breathing race, my heart trembling. I shook my head.
Dale and Isaac had passed out. George was rocking back and forth against exhaustion. He
kept slapping himself, saying by the Lord I’ll never be outdone by womenfolk. Spenser dipped
his fingers into candlewax as he was reading, every page he turned more tepid than the last. Each
time after 10 or so pages, he’d peel the wax. He’d scratch himself until his fingers bled. And then
he’d dip them in again.
I saw the gold moon lowering outside. The bottom of the sky was almost burning.
It seemed as though I’d stumped them in some way. Maybe I got fortunate, somehow, is
what I thought.
Just then, Jude walked in. He stared across the weary bodies at me. I smiled weakly at
him, maybe how a ghost might smile at a photograph. And then I saw he had a book in hand. My
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smile shrank.
He shook the sleeping ones awake and said he’d found it. George and Spenser flocked to
him and said go on then, show us.
Jude told everyone he had The Wonders of the East. I recognized it—it’s a eurotrek across
Medieval fantasies of Asia. Like Marco Polo, though with less Mongolia and more delirium.
I sat atop the floorboards, far away from everyone. They circled around Jude, and then he
read aloud to everyone: “Then there are other women who have boar's tusks and hair down to
their heels and ox-tails on their loins. Those women are thirteen feet tall and their bodies are of
the whiteness of marble. And they have camel's feet and boar's teeth. Because of their
uncleanness they were killed by Alexander the Great of Macedon. He killed them because he
could not capture them alive, because they have offensive and disgusting bodies.”
George looked off to me and frowned. “She one of them?”
“I think she is,” Jude said.
“Well,” Spenser replied, “Far as I can tell, when our granddads had all set sail, they’d
sailed west from England. You so sure we’re in the east?”
“Well maybe we done sailed so west, we’re in the east,” Jude said.
George nodded to Spenser. “Now that’s a damned good point, it is.”
“Well I don’t see no tusks nor tail,” Spenser returned.
Jude shook his head, smiling. “Spenser, friend, now ain’t it possible her magic’s changed
her to look more like one of us? If she’s, oh, this unsightly wrapped in spells, imagine how she
looks without them.”
I swear to God I almost got right up and beat him.
Spenser stroked his beard and nodded, looking over Jude’s shoulder at me. “Perhaps her
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height is God’s own way of showing us her trick. Suppose she can’t hide all of it. Though Jude, I
don’t quite trust your taste, if I may speak with honesty with you. A few hours ago and you’d
wanted to, oh, marry her. What changed your heart, then, lad?”
Jude looked down at me, away from everyone. I glared. He loosed a laugh, looked down
towards the floorboard, then back up. “I thought we’d be a lovely thing, the two of us. But who
I’m as a man comes first before my care for womenfolk. And I’m a man whose heart is stouter
than a lion’s.”
Spenser threw his arm around Jude’s shoulder. “An’ such a fine young man you’ll be with
such a heart, my boy.”
George said, “I don’t mean to interrupt, but we did capture ‘er alive, I think.”
Jude nodded his head. “For God has made us stronger than the pagans. In Christ our
might is greater than a king’s. In action, how like an angel, Hamlet said.” He stared at me, then
whispered, “And look now at her body, too. She’s shining… marble white.” He shook his head.
“Stand then, woman. Stand up now.”
I tried to, falling once over myself. I made it up, though, gazing venom at the boy.
The boy, this boy with so much power over you. The hated boy. The boy who, in his
desperation, threw you to the dogs to save himself.
I sighed.
I realized I had been him, in a way. Not long ago, when I was young, I saw with eyes like
his. I know why he had done this; that fear and that humiliation are old friends. He’s set me far
beneath him like a stone, and standing on my back, he’s not the lowest in the room. I breathed
and counted, imagining how lonely he must feel to’ve cast me down. He sacrificed his crush to
seize this chance at some approval. The waters of my heart were still.
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I told him, “My friend Jude, I forgive you. Hopefully your God will do the same.”
I guess he stared at me, brows furrowed. His mouth was open, searching shapes to fit the

words. He didn’t speak, though. Maybe Jesus turned his heart to flesh.
Regardless, it was too late now, and all the men inside the inn seemed satisfied.
“There’s just one thing I wanna test,” George said. “She got the skin, the height as well.
But then that hairy bit—it seems important, yeah?” He turned to me. “Big lady. Lift your
clothing. Let me check for hair.”
And what a damned unlucky week to not have shaved.
“It’s good enough for Alexander,” Spenser smiled. In the lamplight, the dark circles
round his eyes seemed like they almost throbbed. The moon was beaming off them, gleaming
gold against his bruise-hued relics of the night. His hand was a memento, too, of everything they
did. I noticed he was picking at the candlewax again, his fingers coated totally in it. “I suppose
it’s good for us.”

❈❈❈
The men had voted, giving Jude the go-ahead to stake me up.
Once again, the people all came out to see me dead.
I didn’t fight it hard or anything. I live, and I just wash away; and if I die, then I wash
somewhere else.
And at the time, it’s—I don’t know. You flow along the stream sometimes. They wanted
me dead so much more than I wanted to survive. I thought for once I’d make somebody happy, in
a way.
A stake is just a cross without the crown.
I wondered, though, if they had the Scivias or something nice instead of Wonders of the
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East, if they would come to Jesus, see themselves within the church and me their sister made by
God, together bound in metaphor and Blood. Or maybe they’d just want to kill me still.
Jude was handed off the torch to light the thatch. Spenser pat his arm and told him he’s a
damned good man. Despite the soggy night, the kindling rustled dry beneath my feet.
Then, I heard Jude sniffle, though I didn’t see his face. He tried to bend over to light the
hay. Instead, he started crying. He dropped the torch beside him in the grass, his head within his
hands and curled up in a ball.
He couldn’t do it, he had said. He couldn’t burn me up til I was gone.
And I said, “Oh, how very Christian of you.”
The other men came over then to fight him, and they tried to make him do it. Spenser
yelled, “You girly-hearted coward! Do it, man!” And George and Isaac held him down as
Spenser singed Jude’s cheek, demanding Jude would kill me or they’d string him up here too.
He kept on crying though. He screamed, but he was crying. They burnt through the flesh
and to the jaw, and then Jude’s kicking helped him wriggle free. He ran beyond the town and to
the maples, yelling as loud as he was able the Lord’s prayer.
George shot once or twice but didn’t hit.
And Spenser and the others let him leave.
Then Spenser yelled that anyone who cries for me is burning next, and grabbed the torch
himself. And then the men voted again for who would light the thatch, and George was chosen.
So George crept close and said that it was fun to play my game, in spite of everything.
I stared into the fire, how it writhed: I saw my guts again. And I saw monsters; I saw
men. I saw my own reflection in the flame, twin souls that finally would be one, like this was
true, like this was almost good, like fire culling old dead trees to save the forest.
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I watched my breath trail up towards the sky. The moon hung like a cherry in a cake. Pale

sheets fell in yellows and in reds, in browns, in pinks, in silvers, and in golds—each layer piling
high against the ground. The blues of distance washed into the cold, grim sandstone glamor of
the dawn. I felt the torch’s raze beneath my feet.
I shed a tear.
But then, before a second fell, we heard a gunshot burst.
And everyone looked out towards the east where it had come from. Hell, and then, below
me, flame was playing chicken with the thatch. It hadn’t even lit.
A man was standing overtop the village on a hill, and radiant within a golden coat his
eggshell curls spilled over down his neck, and golden rays reflected off his chest. A man, a truly
Bright and Modern Man with shining ruffles at his wrists and long, white socks had come. He
yelled atop his hill above the square, demanding that these loathsome brutal superstitious
creatures let me free.
Release her then at once.
He reloaded, and shot into the sky again. His rifle dwarfed the muskets of the town.
He shamed them, calling down a good number of curses from on high, and telling them,
“Oh, even with the strength of all your cruelty, Medieval louts, your error’s only second to your
ignorance.”
And on and on he chewed them out, this man who walked between the future and the
now, and told them, “We’re not savages. By God, men, we are English.”
And trying to explain, poor Spenser told him of his reading of Descartes, to which the
man only grew angrier and lashed him further for his inability to interpret the text, and scalded
them by saying that Descartes would never think or act so stupidly: “Even when Descartes knew
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nothing he knew not the black fanaticism of this land.”
So George and Dale and Spenser let me go, and doused the torch.
The Modern Man shot once again into the sky, the village cowering. It was like he’d cast
a spell.
And then, he asked if I would like to sail with him away from here, to London.
I looked back at the people of the town, then to the Modern Man. I blinked with shock,
then nodded, more or less.
And then we washed away.

❈❈❈
One late night when I was studying, I found myself distracted. Chasing down a rabbit hole, I read
about the blanket octopus, whose females can grow forty-thousand times more massive than their
mates.
I fell asleep, and when I dreamed, I dreamed about my body big as Mount Galdhøpiggen,
my husband six-feet-tall atop my flesh. The clouds would kiss my brow, and when I breathed,
the peaks would sing as exhales would fill canyons. And people built their houses and their mead
halls on my slopes. And if I spoke, I’d be so loud that all my snow would bury them alive. And if
I moved, then I would knock the planet off its course, like Krakatoa shifting Earth in space with
its eruption. My lover climbed atop me once a month, laying his helmet beside a fire that he
made from my eyelashes. He said he’d like to move up here with me.
I didn’t do. I simply was. All I did was be—for everyone.
I woke up and saw snow outside, the wind howling with hunger.
That’s one of the reasons I dropped out of grad school. I liked what I was studying. I felt
like I had found community, that I was in some conversation with these countless other people
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like me. I got to fluency with my Old Norse. But, what I learned came home to roost too often. It
just got too depressing all at once.
Anyway.
I slept for several days. The barque swayed back and forth in autumn tides. When I woke,
the Man had asked that I be fed. I felt like I was starving, but I didn’t take a lot. Everything I eat
is something that I steal from someone else. I nibbled hardtack, herring, and grapefruit. He
watched me chew, afraid of finding waste. Although, he seemed to like seeing me eat. I didn’t
want to look when I took bites.
I thanked him for the ride on the third day. He said it was his pleasure, as a man.
I never asked his name, though he asked mine. I’d wanted to lie; I often lie when I get
asked my name. He saved me, though. I felt I owed him something. So, I said my name is Þorn,
which he had heard as Thorrun, and I didn’t set him right or anything. I asked him, though, how
he had made it there; I had asked him how we washed away.
He told me it was too conceptual. He didn’t want to trouble me with it.
I didn’t pry, although I made a plan to search his quarters. If he kept a journal or some
books, it stands to reason I could find the truth. If I could get control of washing out—God in
Heaven, that might be nice.
I asked if I could help around the ship. He shook his head, insisting he preferred I didn’t
work. I grimaced. At least an anchor’s dead weight when you need it.
He saw my frown and asked me what was wrong. I blushed, regretting what I’d done. I
felt so bad; I didn’t want to just be trouble. But how do you tell someone, Unless I pay you back,
my debt to you is eating me alive? And, how do you explain to someone that your biggest fear is
bothering them, without bothering them? Like, if I’m scared to hurt you, and you care, then how
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can I tell you that without it hurting you? How do I tell you I’d rather disappear, or be so small
that, if you have to carry me, you hardly even notice I have weight.
And then I thought I’d sort of lie. “Well, as is custom where I’m from, the women help
with men around the ships. I hoped I wouldn’t cumber you.”
He nodded, looking up at me, his mouth a quarter open, showing the top row of teeth, a
little smirk half-forming to the side. He smiled quietly, contrasting with my roaring blush and
frown. “I’ve been quite curious to ask, ma invitée charmante,” he crooned. “I’d like to hear as
much about your home as you would like to inform me. If it would suit your honor, I would like
to dine you in my chambers. Then, at your discretion, you may tell me what you care to say.
Consider that your fee, then, if you must.”
I nodded.
“As for now, as I have said, it’d suit my manners well for you to rest. If you will excuse
me, I must retire myself for the time being. I hope to have you for supper, though, dear. À plus
tard.”
He bowed, returning up the planks towards his room.
I stayed out of the way and watched men work. At several points I asked if I could help,
but no one really let me. I headed below deck.
There, there was a cabin boy who struggled with a crate. He said that he’d been hauling
stock for months, and scraping barnacles and trimming sails, although he still wasn’t as strong as
he’d have liked. I asked how many he had left to move, and he said far too numerous to count. I
told him I could do a couple, and he let me for a while. But, when men walked by, I had to drop
it and pretend like I was just talking with him. Pretty soon, he told me that he felt embarrassed,
and he’d rather do it all himself. I said I understand.
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I trudged topdeck and hung myself over the rail. The brine came up and splashed my

arms and face. In spite of everything, I gave the sea my smile, thankful for the ocean and the rest.
I knew that I was trapped again—another scared, strange place beyond control—but, God, for
just a minute there the waves sprayed up and down within the glow of afternoon, and clouds,
baroque and heavy, passed us by, revealing the cerulean expanse above as is below. And out past
the horizon, there, the line between the two was mixed, like if you swam, you’d find yourself
among the stratus clouds.
I closed my eyes and let the zephyrs tug me up above the deep. They drew me back in
time to dreams long sunk. I saw God make great whales, krakens, Leviathan, and me. They
schooled about my body, trailing bubble jets and clicking, chirping, calling out to me. It was like
God cut us of some shared cloth. I swam with them through kelp forests and trenches, far
beneath great ice sheets and through vents, so down below the world of land that every noise but
ours were lost at sea. We surfaced, blowing steam into the ocean up above. My body changed,
and I became another buoyant Cetus, eager, as we surfaced, oh… to breach into the sky.
“A whale! Good Lord, a whale!” the sailors yelled.
I opened up my eyes and ran across. I thought maybe one jumped. I hoped they wouldn’t
shoot her.
And then I saw the nets of meat cast out into the waves, the sharks dining on fat with
birds and eels. Hundreds of them swarmed inside and out, between the jaws, the belly, and the
fins. They tore off chunks, the body dwarfing everyone around it.
It looked so messy: red and gray, the coiling of the living and the dead. It looked like a
digestive tract, like stomachs eating stomachs and intestines and her guts.
My head spun. I was warped back into Sunday school with Psalm 74: “You broke
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Leviathan and crushed her head; you gave her as food for all the creatures of the wilderness.”
I couldn’t keep away from them: the carcass or those thoughts. My eyes glazed over as I
watched, imagining what it’d be like to feed the world.

❈❈❈
I wish I didn’t space out all the time.
When I stopped disconnecting from it all, the sun was sinking.
You were supposed to check the room for books, you fucking space cadet. You might be
late. You want to make him worry about you? Mad at you? You want to die since you can’t suck
up anything that happens?
I shook my head. I guess it wasn’t evening yet—or was it?
I can’t tell. When’d he say to meet him? I don’t see the sailors anymore.
Maybe they’re all eating. Maybe dinner’s over; some people eat early, that’s normal. Not
everyone has stir fry and a can of beer at half-past-one.
But did they do it here? Do you remember when most people ate in the Enlightenment or
Age of Sail or wherever?
Of course I don’t—I never pay attention like I should.
I shook my head.
Come on. Just look around.
I headed up the stairs towards the stern. No one was topdeck, besides the cabin boy from
earlier. He sat up in the crow’s nest, cheek in palm. He looked so bored and lonely. I felt sorry for
him, especially if he hadn’t eaten. He looked like he’d been starved of love or care.
I skulked towards the captain’s room. At least, I thought it was the captain’s room.
They’re always towards the back on boats like this.
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I peered in through the window. No. I didn’t see him there.
Although I did, out of the corner of the glass, see grapefruit. Baskets of them. Grapefruit

pinned down to the tables, rammed in place with knives. Grapefruit hanging from the ceiling,
even, swaying in huge, complex mobiles with the current.
Books, Þorn. Focus. Books. I don’t care what he likes, just get the books.
You’re right.
Looking towards the boy and seeing him stare out towards the blue instead of down, I
edged inside.
The smell smacked me like too much body spray. I almost coughed, the overwhelming
sourness punching my nose. And all the walls were painted white; the table white, the bed frame
white, the sheets; with grapefruits swinging back and forth and tumbling against each other;
grapefruit oil paintings, sketches on the walls and diagrams explaining them inside and out. A
calcinator and a flask and an alembic—hell, a complete lab—was burning something. God, the
smell. There, within a corner, was the man: the Modern Man, his shirt unbuttoned low, juice
dripping from his neck down to his chest.
“Thorrun! God—good heavens, why did you come in here?”
“I—well—I had knocked, sir. Then, I heard you make a noise, so I assumed you were
inviting me inside.”
“Oh… had you? I apologize.” His heavy breaths were slowing. He found a cloth to wipe
himself, then set the grapefruit down. He’d mangled it—it hardly looked like anything but pulp.
“I often lose myself in my experiments. If you are not so troubled, Thorrun, I would like a
moment to prepare. Then I shall be yours to entertain.”
“Of course.”
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I went outside. I didn’t even see a shelf back there. But maybe I was just distracted. Hell.

Though, if he’s inside, I’ve likely missed my chance to find the books.
If he has a book, of course.
Time travel, or, unwanted time hitchhiking, as it seems to be for me—I wonder if it’s like
driving a sailboat when he does it. Maybe it’s instinctive for him: some people just swim through
time whenever they would like to. Maybe he was born with it somehow.
Then he came outside and bowed again. “I hope you find the quarters to your comfort,
despite the size. Hors d'oeuvres are on the table. If you would be so kind as to have a seat, I shall
fetch our evening’s meal.”
I saw him walk below the deck, and finally let myself cough on the smell. I looked
around the desk and found his journal open.
Unfortunately, half of it was French. The other half was unintelligible, cursive flourishes.
The journal’s leaves were inked in drawings, more than just grapefruit this time: mercury and
saltpeter and vitriol, and vulvas, and drawings of all sorts of men, women, and children lined the
page, their sizes radically divergent. I couldn’t read what it was saying, but certain words and
phrases would repeat now and again: pamplemousse and petit, blanc, and Puisse Adam soumettre
Ève et terre.
I shut the book, then realized it’d been open, shit, and found the page that he was on. I
thought I’d look around some more, but he was trotting up the stairs. I sat down in a too-small
chair and grabbed some food. It could’ve been coincidence, but all of the hors d'oeuvres were
grapefruit-themed.
“Awfully close to London now, aren’t we,” he smiled. “I smell the Thames from here.”
I nodded.
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I took a piece of bread from off the dish: a chunk of warm, soft bread and not the

hardtack I’d been crunching with old water. He brought tarts and wine and sausages, and
buttered vegetables, and figs. It looked so rich and terrible.
I bit my lip, imagining myself consume the banquet: I kept eating, growing bigger,
needing more and eating more, then growing bigger, eating more, then needing more and eating
more until I grew to be the same size as the ship and all the planks buckled beneath my weight
and everyone was swallowed by the sea.
Then my stomach growled.
“Thank you, I—yes, thank you,” I said. I plucked a tiny portion of the figs, the tarts, the
wine and everything besides the meat until my plate was spacious without being impolitely
empty.
He insisted I take a sausage too, but I declined.
“I try to remember that God made lambs as well as God became a Lamb,” I said.
He told me lambs were “made to nourish greater creatures, even gods.” Then he sipped
the wine and laughed. “But let us not allow religious differences to mar our fair concord. Now, if
you’re at present so inclined, my Thorrun, I would love to hear you speak about your home.
Where I am from, I’m known as an explorer.”
“Are you?”
“Yes, of course. I sailed with Captain Cook when I was young. A Modern Man if ever
I’ve seen one. But how I’ve been so rude already, speaking only of myself and my companions.
Tell me, Thorrun, where are you from, dear?”
And what I’d said for years came flooding back.
I spoke of L’epinia and its forests, how the trees there grow to hundreds of feet wide and
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much taller in height, with black and fuchsia bark that smells of licorice when it peels. I spoke
about the mountains and the ice, and all the glaciers which supply fresh water to the people. And
the people: all my family there; the people who, though tall in stature, are as gentle as a blade of
grass. In L’epinia, people never go to war. We welcome travellers and live in peace with animals,
which always are huge herbivores of vibrant forms and colors: Mantamoose and Uuolobeasts
and Peargum Wonts who graze about the cataracts and fens. He let me sketch a few for him
while resting fingers on his chin, nodding with awe.
He asked about the climate. I explained its mildness: subtropical though never scalding in
the highlands that compose most of the country. He asked about L’epinia’s relations and
diplomacy, and I had told him of our trade with other lands, though limited as it has often been. I
spoke about the fog which swirls about that region of the sea, and of the gnarled, giant corals that
grind holes into the hulls of ships that pass—these corals that, though toxic to the touch, provide
a home for turtles, rays, and countless doodled species I had shown him and described.
He asked me for a map, and to the best of my ability I drew the rivers, fjords, and
mountains, and the branches that spike from the depths, encircling my home like teeth. And on
and on he asked and I responded, wowing him until his eyes were full of stars.
And he hung on to every word.
He finally said, “I feel like a microscope when I’m beside you, Thorrun. Every little
detail is so clear in my mind. L’epenia’s wretched beasties practically leap off your tongue into
my ear. And you, why, how the strangeness of your people dwarf my own, as if each moment
that you speak is drenched in fantasy. Tell me, are your parasites much bigger than in England?”
“Excuse me, Sir?”
“Your bodies,” he continued. “Since they are, oh, so much larger than the common folk
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of Europe, are your parasites much larger there as well? I read Gulliver’s Travels recently, and in
it were the people of a country: staggeringly large beyond compare. And Gulliver notes every
louse and flea he sees, nearly as large as he, repulsed by all the wicked arthropods that dwell
among the giants’ flesh. Is it the same in L’epinia? How big are your lice?”
I swallowed. “What a fine question. I must admit, we don’t have lice in L’epinia. Though,
we do have other creatures we don’t like living within us.”
“Heavens. Such as what?”
“Well,” I staggered, thinking fast, “we have great millipedes that bore inside our minds.
The more one thinks of them, it seems, the greater harm they are.”
“Goodness. Lord,” he grimaced. “I can tell, however distantly, the ugliness such vile
things may cause. You must, when you are able, see to it that you bring this to your people,
then.”
He stood and rummaged through his furniture, eventually revealing a white box, some
parchment, and a key. “Inside this chest, diminutive though it may seem, is your salvation. Inside
contains a colony of tiny insects, ravenous and noble. Their hunger is as such that they may eat,
oh, nearly any other creeping thing that comes their way. They are as petits loups reproducteurs,
as a colleague of mine told me.”
He motioned to the parchment, showing me a diagram. “Most wonderfully, they paralyze
their hosts, then lay their eggs within them, proliferating more of their own kind as they destroy
the loathsome things on which they feed. I hope to propagate them into every English home
when we make land. They should take to our people quite agreeably.”
I stared at the box, afraid to touch it. I thought that an enormous harm would come from
spreading death like this, especially through other parasites. I held it, just to satisfy him, but I
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decided I would leave it on the ship.
I took a swig of wine and saw the moon. Somehow, it was night already. We’d chatted for
so long, the food was cool.
He lit a pipe and held a grapefruit in his hand. The way he gripped it was with calculated
vice. His fingers trembled like at any moment he was tempted to drive in his fingertips. Several
times I watched him squeeze it, almost to the point at which it burst. He sighed with satisfaction,
smiling at the moon. That yellow nail was glinting off his eyes. In gold, he made the white more
sinister.
“So curious,” he pined. “So wondrous a place, and how remarkable a tale. A shame we
aren’t in L’epinia though. And yet how smart it is to be in London once again. I’m not sure if
you’re familiar of English customs, but, in England, all our women are to be—oh, as the French
say: petite, petit a petit. Therein lies your beauty, after all.”
I shivered.
“Sir, I’m sorry, but my English is much better than my French. If it suits you, would you
please tell me what you mean?”
“Ah,” he smiled wide, gazing at me. He took a puff, then said, “My French is often
imperfect, so it may be my folly. What I mean to say is, ‘little, little by little.’”
I whispered. “Yes, I see.”
“Thorrun, dear. I have an offer for you.”
He looked at me, the smile closed this time. “By Providence, I have been working on my
wife for several years. By Providence, I found myself able to crush her every flaw.”
I wonder if curators stare at art the way he stared at me.
“We—several months ago, I struck a breakthrough with my lover. We succeeded where
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we only had found years of failure. I shrunk her several inches, ma chérie. And recently, I shrank
her over a dozen inches. We’re nearing the ideal of women’s height.”
This cold intensity was bristling my arms. He made my hair freeze stiff.
“I hope this revelation strikes you to the heart,” he quivered. “Here, the God of Man has
wrenched His heights asunder, and, as all falls down and settles from the heavens, you, oh,
Thorrun, you have found His favor, you, His grace.”
He grabbed my hand and trembled. The shock of it opened my eyes; I hadn’t even
realized they were closed.
“I shall help you civilize yourself.”
And all the troubles flocked behind my eyes: the comments; God, the violence; God, the
lack of love; the shame, the hatred, and the voices in my head that knock my teeth in when I’m
anxious; all the cruelties of everyone and me. All of it built up in grey-jade towers, tottering, then
threatening to collapse atop my body—then they shrunk. They vanished in the distance. The
scene became a vast, green field, unbroken by distinction. I saw the prehistoric lawn expand
without an obelisk in sight, like all unsightly things were cut by God’s white scythe.
And I said, yes.
I said, I’d like that very much, I think.
We neared the harbor. I felt the barque shifting beneath us once again. Inside, candles
sparked with fire. And just as long and awkward wicks can change to light, I looked beyond the
flame and saw myself engulfed in quiet radiance, my transformation from the monstrous to a
thing of beauty near complete.
The sound of dripping shook me from my thoughts. He set the bloody grapefruit down
into the basket.
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Then he said, “Now, go collect your things—your satchel. Nappack, oh, or bappack as

you’d called it. We’ve so much to do, so little time.”

❈❈❈
He wasn’t rude. He let me stay aboard the ship while he prepared. He knew I didn’t want
anyone’s eyes on me, and an intrusion by his neighbors could result in shoddy work, he said. “I
like to throw myself into the ecstasy of operation.”
After he had left, I gathered the remaining food—a tart, some bread, some vegetables—
and found the cabin boy. I asked if he would like some.
And he had said he didn’t deserve it.
I frowned. “Why ever not?”
I saw him bite his lip. He looked around, then covered his face with his hands. “Don’t get
nothing like this. Supposed to be a man and earn my meals. Other sailors don’t get nothing good.
Well, why should I?”
I told him that there’s nothing in the world that made him so unworthy, and we all
deserve some things like food, and life, and tenderness—some crucial sweets like that. He
sniffled and he threw himself at me, tears sinking down my scabby legs. This little kid. I swear, I
felt like I was him for just a second. It was almost like I was me, and looking up at myself.
“It’s okay,” I whispered. “It’s okay…”
And I just held him for a while.
Then he stuffed his mouth and wiped a tear. He said that he would share with everyone,
and thanked me half a dozen times.
I told him, “Please be gentle, now, okay? And, hey, my friend.” He looked at me, the
victuals within his arms. “I hope you’re happy soon.”
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A little grin, and then he sank below.
Soon after, the Modern Man returned. I watched him come up from his house, which you

could see way out from starboard, if you looked.
He said the time was now that we should go, and “swiftly, lest we lose a single breath.”
I nodded. “Yes. Each second we waste are seconds spent unhappily.”
He paused before I left the deck, a hand over his mouth. He gripped his cheeks and
rubbed along his jaw. Then finally, he whispered, “I do not think that happiness is quite the goal.
I do not think that we should lower all our lofty dreams to crawl along the dust like wretched
serpents. Even grandeur is a word that is too brittle for this vision. No, dear Thorrun, I shall take
your clay and form a woman, small and cool. Perfection, Thorrun. Oh, by God, I shall make joy
of all our sorrows; poise where there was beastliness; and glory from the hideous; and sacred
from profane—dear Thorrun, I, oh, I shall sculpt you perfect.”
He swept me off my feet and set me down along the pier.
He caught his breath and took my hand and guided me inside.
He took me to his lab, instructing me to wait till he returned. I’d thought that the
equipment on his ship was impressive, but here a wonderland of liquids, colors, fumes, and
glassy shapes dazzled the eye. It took only a minute more to see that he was working on the
grapefruits in here, too, but they weren’t yellow like the sunny orbs that rolled around on deck.
Instead, each one was pale: an almost cream-like eggshell with a brutal pink inside. I peeled one,
took a bite.
The fruit tasted like nothing.
I shook my head, imagining that he was breeding different strains, and this was a mistake
in flavor localized to one.
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Footsteps shuffled closer, and my heart raced with excitement. I was at the bleeding edge

of my normality; I wouldn’t be a monster, or a mountain—just a woman. If he shrank his giant
wife down to a normal height, then surely there could be success with me.
I closed my eyes and thought of going to the store. I tried a pair of jeans and they fit
perfectly. They had my size in shoes. The cashier didn’t stare at me or ask about the weather. I
went to dances, walked outside at noon, and took piano lessons; I downloaded a dating app and
met a guy and fell in love and had three kids with him. Every morning I woke up within his
arms, and he would say “I love you just the way you are” and kiss my forehead. And I didn’t
have to break my spine to kiss him back. And we grew old and aged and died and all our kids
grew up real sweet and played lacrosse.
And then the footsteps came into the room and I opened my eyes and smiled, tingling
with excitement.
But it wasn’t the Modern Man who stepped inside. Instead it was a servant girl, a tray of
scones atop her arms. And as I stood to greet her, I realized that she only came up to my knee.
This woman: she was fully grown, and shorter than a child.
I shuddered, staring down.
She smiled, stood tiptoed, and placed the tray atop a table. Then she curtsied. “Well, you
must be Thorrun.”
“Yes, I—yes, I am. How—how do you do?”
“I’m well, my dear. And worry not, for I was nervous, too, the first time he had changed
me. I cannot lie that it shall hurt, but it hurts as a bolt of lightning wounds the sky. His alchemy’s
quite marvelous indeed.”
I nodded. “Alchemy?”
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“Oh, yes. Hardly I can understand the craft, but I assure you that he’s quite a skillful man.

T’was hardly seven months ago that I stood four-feet-tall.”
Nausea then came over me and filled me like a glass. I shook my head and asked her if
she ever felt regret for being shrunken.
‘Oh, well, cooking’s rather toilsome from time-to-time. I have enormous difficulty
reaching shelves, or doing much of anything besides satisfying my husband. Although he truly
loves me as I am. He’s even spread my beauty to the wives of several neighbors. I do believe I’m
lucky as his first, and I believe I’m lucky as his muse, and fortunate, by Providence, to be his
petite pamplemousse blanc.”
“Forgive me,” I exhaled. My hands were shaking as I ran them through my hair. “My
French, I’m sorry, I—my French is very poor. What are you to him, you said?”
“The trouble is all mine,” she smiled. “And still your nerves, dear; you have naught to be
afraid of. I am his petite pamplemousse blanc. It means ‘little white grapefruit.’”
I bit my lip and shut my eyes while rocking back and forth. “Are you happy?”
“Not at all,” she said. “We won’t be happy til the process is complete. We hope someday
that I shall fit inside the pocket of his coat.”
And then a massive note, like a huge animal, resonated through the house. Another
followed like a crash of thunder, then a third, a fourth, a twelfth. Soon, the music formed
between the blasts. It sounded like Hell’s mouth was opening. “He must be ready now,” she
sighed. “He always has his organist play something while he works.”
I moved towards the door. I think I tried to run. But then I saw him there, juice dripping
from his body. He was soaked.
He smiled up at me. “O, my Thorrun, soon my lady—how I’ll make a woman out of
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you.”
He grabbed my arm and drooled over my flesh. “Your skin’s already perfect for the
treatment: pale as light. Little must be done with you compared to my dear wife.” Then he
laughed. “Yes—yes, little must be done, oh, yes of course.”
I thought I’d hyperventilate. I froze as he grabbed beakers, flasks, and mixed.
He roared over the organ’s drone.
“And I shall sculpt you beautiful, as marble doves within God’s hands are beautiful. If
Providence shall wrench her loose from all the Maker’s fingers, then she breaks. But how, in
what divinity, she shatters with such rapture. For what can show the power of the Lord if not the
cracking of His works? For what can show the hunger of our God if not His appetite for body,
mind, and soul?”
His little wife was laughing too, although it broke like she was on the verge of tears.
“And how, by nature’s grace, we eat the weak. How Jesus fed five thousand with two
fish, so too God would soon consume His Son in ecstasy. And how like God is Adam. How, in
lordship, both the Earth and Eve are at his knees.”
And he approached me as the organ reached its peak, and as he took my arm and pulled
and bent my back to make me drink, I screamed like I was being killed. At him, I screamed far
louder than I’ve ever screamed before.
And so they stared at me, the tiny woman and the husband who had made her this, this
grapefruit, white and juicy for his teeth. His teeth, made bloody by the juice—like he’s just
always dining on her flesh, her very life a lie to nourish his.
I stammered fast. “I don’t, I can’t, I won’t let you consume me, no, I’m sorry, no, I don’t
want you to swallow me alive, I know—I, no.”
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And how I’d hoped to die and feed the sharks; but here I saw his wife: a sickly, tiny grand

ideal made flesh, her life like walking death and full of grubs. God, he made her live only as she
could be extracted, juiced for him.
And then he dove at me and pinned me to the floor. We wrestled, all while he had liquid
still in hand. I shoved him off, but then he grabbed my ankle as I ran. “Abominable creature,
Thorrun, you ungrateful aberration, wretched God has made you on this Earth! You devil, cease
this fight at once. If I do not return you to the natural as you should be—if you do not become
the rightful babe within Man’s arms—then you shall grow to be an all-consuming serpent,
swallowing the country, oh so help me, God! Have you no sensibilities? No morals? No, your
being shall soon collapse this very Earth if I don’t halt you, no, from turning God and nature
inside ou–”
I threw him off again, the organ like a storm.
He screamed as I ran out into the night: “You have fled from Eden, Thorrun! I could save
you, damn it, Thorrun!”
I heard a crash of noise, and ducked, my hands over my head. And then another one rang
out, and looking back I realized it was him, the rifle crashing through the song.
Overwhelmed and panicking, I dove into the Thames, her clammy foam filling my nose
and mouth. I sputtered down beneath the waves, my thoughts shouting again, again as gunshots
wailed, I’m not, I’m not your Thorrun, damn, I’m Þorn, and even if you call me that and even if
you blast me straight to hell I’m always Þorn, I’m Þorn, okay? I’m Þorn.
And as these words all spun inside my mind, a gyre formed and cycled down the deep. It
swallowed me alive, and I was gone.

❈❈❈
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